This paper present a new and original approach to compute high-freency radar cross section (RCS) of complex radar targets in real time using a 3-D graphic workstation. The aircraft is modelled with I-DEAS solid modeling software using a parametric surface approach. High-frequency RCS is obtained through Physical Optics (PO), Method of Equivalent Currents (MEC), Physical Theory of Diffraction (PTD) and Impedance Boundary Condition (IBC). Multiple scattering between target surfaces is also considered.
INIIRQDUCTION
Numerical computation of RCS of large and complex radar targets is based on high-frequency approximations: the target is usually modelled in terms of facets and wedges, so that physical optics and physical theory of diffraction can be respectively applied to each facet and wedge Youssef(l) Domingo et al. (2) . These classical techniques require very long CPU run time on powerful computers.
The objectiveofthis paper is to show that real-time RCS computation is possible with a high-performance graphic workstation Rius(4): PO, PTD and IBC approximations are computed using the hardware capabilities of a graphics accelerator. Real-time computation is achieved through graphical processing of an image of the target present at the workstation screen. First-order reflections are obtained by rendering of the target with a local illumination algorithm, and multiple scattering with a global illumination one. TARELMODEUNG A computer aided design package for geometric modeling of solids I-DEAS(3) has been used for modeling target geometty. The target is described as a collection of parametric surfaces, defined with two-dimensional NURBS (non-uniform rational B-splines).
Classical RCS analysis packages that describe the target in terms of facets and wedges (1) (2) have a potential limitation when a large number of facets might be required, which may exceed declared array sizes or which can lead to longer CPU run times. On the other hand, parametric surface modeling of the target impose weaker storage memory requirements that the faceting approach, and the modelled surface adjusts more accurately to the real target surface.
The following high-frequency scattering phenomena are considered by the real-time graphical processing approach (4): -Reflection at perfectly conducting surfaces by physical optics approximation. -Reflection at coated surfaces by physical optics and IBC approximations. The main difficulty to compute the physical optics surface integral by classical techniques -faceting approach- (1) (2) is the detection of shadow regions. This difficulty can be easily overcome using the hidden surface removal capabilities of a grahic workstation, which can be performed by hardware if a graphics accelerator is present. Hidden surfaces are removed comparing the distance fromthe observer to each pixel to be drawn with the distance of the previously drawn pixel in the same display location, stored in a portion of RAM called "z-buffer". A photorealistic drawing of the target is made from a view-point coincident with radar position, so that shadowed regions are not displayed. A directional light source is defined on the sane direction as the incident wave-front. If the target surface is modelled to have only diffuse reflection of light, it results that the brightness of each pixel on the drawing is proportions to its PO contribution to the total RCS (4). Therefore, the physical optics surface integral can be evaluated as the coherent addition ofthe brightness of all the pixels on the display. The phase of each pixel contribution can be easily obtained from the distance to the observer stored in the "z-buffer".
Metbodof QgMiyadlen curr
In order to compute high-frequency edge diffraction by method of equivalent (MEC) currents, the following graphical processing algorithm has been developed (4): 1-An image of the target is made at the workstation screen. Hidden edges are removed by the graphics accelerator hardware, so that only visible ones are displayed.
2-The surface unit normal at each pixel of the image is computed in the following way: Three light sources (Red, Green and Blue) are defined with incidence from x, y, z axis directions. If surface reflection is diffuse, the brightness of each colour (R,G,B) is respectively equal to the x, y and z component of the unit normal to the surface. 3-Edges are detected on the target image as discontinuities of the unit normal to the surface. 4 -For each pixel on detected edges, interior wedge angle and incidence direction relative to wedge faces are computed from the unit normal to each face of the wedge. Monostatic PTD diffraction coefficients are then obtained usinp a very sumple linear approximation, which saves run-time avoiding trigonometrical functions (4).
5-Line integral of MEC is evaluated using the PTD coefficients for each pixel and the distance to the observer stored in "z-buffer".
Imdnc d arn nQndilm
Radar absorbent coatings are considered through impedance boundary condition (IBC) and physical optics approximations, which lead to a very simple formulation of P0 surface integral with Fresnel reflection coefficients. Reflection coefficients are formulated a function of equivalent surface impedance, which is obtained through a transmission line equivalent circuit. In order to compute the reflection coefficients, the angle between incidence direction and unit normal surface is obtained by graphical techniques in the same way as in MEC-PTD graphical processing algorithm (4).
Multidple scatteing Multiple scattering contribution to RCS has been computed by global illumination radiosity method Goral et al (5), which models the interaction of light between perfecdy diffuse surfaces, wit a reduced computational effort. The well-known technique of ray-tracing has not been used because of its prohibitive computational cost.
Due to the incoherent nature of the radiosity method, based on an energy equilibrium basis, RCS with multiple scattering must be obtained as the incoherent addition offirst order physical optics contribution plus multiple scattering radiosity contribution. The later is computed by incoherent summation of the increment of brightness of each pixel due to global illumination rendering of the target (4).
frdamancc
Graphical processing has the following advantages over classical techniques (1) (2): -Hardware graphics accelerator removes hidden surfaces and edges so that they do not contribute to surface or line integrals. -Evaluation of surface and line integrals (P0 and MEC) independent of target complexity.
-CPU time and RAM requirements independent of target electrical size and complexity.
-Real-time computation if hardware graphics accelerator is used. -Target can be modelled by parametric NURB surfaces, requiring less mass storage memory that the faceting approach, and adjusting more accurately to the real target surface.
On a HP-380 Turbo SRX high performance graphic workstation with hardware graphics accelerator, the CPU run time is about 10 microseconds/pixel/angle for first order PO and 30 microseconds/pixel/angle for PO+ PTD for both polarizations, while RECOTA package (1), developed by Boeing Aerospace, takes about 22 milliseconds/facet/angle on a VAX 11/785, including multiple scattering and second-order effects. The results obtained by radiosity graphical processing require a CPU time of about 5 to 10 times greater than first order physical optics graphical processing. Although this is not a real time algorithm, it is still much faster than classical multiple scattering methods (1) (2), so we can consider it a quasi-real time algorithm.
RE,MLIS
In this section, real-time graphical processing results for electrically large and complex radar targets will be compared with those obtained by classical methods (1) (2) and some measurements performed by Boeing Aerospace (1). Further graphical processing results for simple objects with RAM coatings have been published, for example, in JINA'90 Workshop (6). In fig. 1 Finally, fig. 3 shows the RCS of a generic missile model 40 K long: a) first-order P0 graphical processing results compared with TOTAL code prediction (2), b) RECOTA prediction (1) and c) radiosity graphical processing results compared with first order PO and experimental measures (1).
In fig. 3 a) and b) the agreement between graphical processing first order PO, TOTAL (2) and RECOTA (1) results is very good.
In fig. 3 c) note that first order RCS is lightly smaller than the measured one at angles between 50°a nd 70", in which a double reflexion occurs between the fuselage and the leading edge of the wing. Note also that due to the incoherent nature of radiosity method, it can not predict phase cancellations on reflected fields, so that RCS nulls disappear. Canxclusjano.
-First order PO approximation predicts with reasonable accuracy RCS of real radar targets.
-Real-time results are possible with hardware graphical processing.
-MEC with PTD coefficients improves PO results for both polarizations when edge diffraction is dominant.
-Radar absorbent, materials analysis through IBC is valid only for surface reflection, when a specular reflection point exists. Impedance wedges should be treated by a higher-order approximate boundary condition.
-Although multiple reflection effects are ofsecondary importance when RCS ofreal targets is computed, they can be included if a global illumination method is used for graphical processing. .46
